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Let A be the class of formulas of the predicate calculus (without equality
or function symbols) of the form AxEuAyMxuy such that exactly one of the predi-
cates appearing in the quantifier-free matrix Mxuy is dyadic and all of the
other predicates (if any) appearing there are monadic. It is shown that A is
a reduction class for the predicate calculus (with equality and function symbols),
by a proof along the following lines:
Kahr, Moore and Wang (1962) reduced the predicate calculus to a combinator-
ial problem known as the diagonal-restricted domino problem. The definition of
this problem is given and it is pointed out that the Kahr, Moore and Wang pro-
cedure actually yields a reduction class of domino problems that satisfy an
asymmetry condition. Hence, it suffices to reduce the class of diagonal-
restricted problems satisfying this condition to a set of formulas in d.
A suitable reduction procedure F is defined, such that if ) is an asym-
metric diagonal-restricted domino problem involving N dominoes, then F(O) is a
formula, AxEuAyMxuy, of A, where Mxuy is a conjunction of six quantifier-free
formulas such that a single dyadic, D, and 6N monadics, Mo, M ,...,M6Nl, are
the only predicates appearing in Mxuy. It is shown that if F-() is satisfiable,
it has a model N over the natural numbers in which each monadic predicate Mi
may be interpreted as congruence to i (mod 6N). Hence, the structure of the
particular problem 6 must be reflected principally in the assignments made to
D in N .
The six component conjuncts of the matrix of F(5) are discussed individually
with a view to the restrictions that each imposes on the assignments that can
be made to D in t. By this peans, it is made clear that if O has a solution S,
then F(49) has a modelts and that if F(D) has a model J, then oO has a solution
Sf. In the Appendix appropriate W and Sb are specified in terms of S andS ,
respectively.
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Title: Associate Professor of Mathematics
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1. Introduction
An AEA formula is a formula of the predicate calculus of the
form AxEuAyMxuy, where Mxuy is a quantifier-free matrix in which
neither the equality sign nor function symbols appear. We define
the subset A of the set of AEA formulas as follows: an AEA formula
S belongs to A if and only if exactly one of the predicates appear-
ing in its matrix is a dyadic predicate and all of the other
predicates appearing there (if any) are monadic predicates. If
S eA , we say that S eW 1 if and only if the dyadic appearing in
its matrix, call it D, does not appear there except in the basic
component forms: Dxy, Dyx and Duy.
It was shown by Kahr, Moore and Wang [U) that the class of
AEA formulas is a reduction type for the Entscheidungsproblem
(with respect to satisfiability). That is, [lJ prescribes a general
effective procedure which when applied to any formula S of the
predicate calculus (with equality sign and function symbols) yields
an AEA formula S* which is satisfiable if and only if S is satis-
fiable. This is accomplished through the introduction of certain
combinatorial problems known as diagonal-restricted domino problems
(whidh will be defined below) and the demonstration that the predi-
cate calculus can be reduced to a set (which we shall call Z) of
diagonal-restricted domino problems, and that Z can, in turn, be
reduced to a set of AEA formulas. The reducibility of Z to a set
of AEA formulas is derived in I1l from a consequence of the funda-
mental theorem of logic known as Bdchi's Lemma, which may be stated
i
T
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as follows: an AEA formula, AxEuAyMxuy, is satisfiable if and only
if AxAyMxx'y, x' being short for x+l, is satisfiable in the domain
of natural numbers.
The main body of this thesis will be devoted to the development
of an algorithm F for the reduction of Z to W1 . Since (by [1]) the
Entscheidungsproblem can be reduced to Z, the existence of such a
procedure F implies that W1 is a reduction class. Now, a rigorous
justification of the claim that W1 is a reduction class must comprise
a proof that if D is a domino problem with solution S, then there
is a model, ?% for F(D), and a proof that if D is a domino problem
such that F(B) has a model, m, then D has a solution S . As a
matter of fact, it is possible to express appropriate n and Sm
quite concisely as functions of D and S and of fD and m respectively.
We shall, however, defer explicit presentation of ?% and S to the
Appendix, where an outline of the formal verification of their
essential properties will also be given. The body of this thesis
is given over to an analysis, in fairly informal terms, of the
component conjuncts of F(D), with particular emphasis on the nature
of the restrictions that each imposes on the models (if any) of
F(D). Our treatment should make clear the underlying motivations
for the construction of F(D) in the manner chosen, while at the
same time embodying sufficient rigor to render easy the formaliza-
tion of the argument outlined in the Appendix as a proof of the
reducibility of Z to W1.
The minimality of the reduction class W1 with respect to
classification of sets of formulas by prenex and by number of
-7-
dyadics follows from standard results (the decidability of the
AA, AE and EA cases and that of the purely monadic case; see,
for example, Church, 21, page 256).
L
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2. General Form of F(): the Monadic Predicates
We shall now recapitulate the definitions given in lJ of those
concepts relating to dominoes that will be needed for our dis-
cussion of the procedure F below. A knowledge of 1E is not re-
quisite to the understanding of this thesis, which is conceptually
self-contained; we do, however, use Cl as authority for the pro-
position that Z is a reduction class, which is essential to our
proof that W1 is a reduction class.
A diagonal-restricted domino problem V= f,Q , is a pair
of finite sets, one of which is a subset of the other, say, P Q,
where the larger set, P, is composed of ordered quadruples of
natural numbers, P= jDi = <Di, 1 ,Di 2 ,Di 3 , Di,4>JOin for some
natural number n. The Di are called dominoes and those Di that
belong also to the set Q are called the dominoes that may appear
on the main diagonal. For any i, Di,, Di, 2 , Di, 3 and Di, are
called, respectivdly, the top, right, bottom, and left edge colors
of the domino Di. A solution for the problem D is a function S
from the set of ordered pairs of natural numbers (that is, from
the lattice points of the first quadrant of the plane) into the
set of dominoes P, satisfying, for all natural numbers i and j,
each of the following conditions:
(i) S(i,i)4C Q (only members of Q may appear on the main
diagonal), and,
(ii) If S(i,J)=Dm and S(i+l,j)=Dn, then Dm,2=Dn, 4 (the
adjacent edges of horizontally adjacent dominoes
L 
__
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must have the same color), and,
(iii) If S(i,j)=Dm and S(i,j+l)=Dn, then Dm,l=Dn, 3 (the
adjacent edges of vertically adjacent dominoes must
have the same color).
For any m' and n, we say that Dm and Dn are horizontally com-
patible( in that order) if and only if Dm,2=Dn,4, and we say that
Dm and Dn are vertically compatible (in that order) if and only
if Dm,1 l=Dn, 3
Evidently, if we think of the dominoes as square (two-
dimensional) objects of unit area, with edge colors as above,
the problem B may be understood as that of filling the first
quadrant of the Cartesian plane, given an infinite supply of
replicas of each of the dominoes (domino types), in such a way
that the corners of every domino used fall on lattice points,
only dominoes belonging to Q lie on the main diagonal, and
the abutting edges of any two adjoining dominoes have the same
color.
We say that a diagonal-restricted domino problem, o, is
asymmetric if it has no solution S such that for some k, j/k,
the same domino appears in positions (j,k) and (k,j) in S. A
cursory examination of the reduction defined in [J yields the
information that all members of Z are asymmetric problems. Our
procedure F will actually be applicable to all asymmetric
problems (thus, to a class properly including Z.) In the re-
mainder of this thesis we shall use the term "domino problem"
L
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to mean "asymmetric diagonal-restricted domino problem."
If D= P,Q and Pr DT) Ogi <N-1 , we shall reduce )
to an AEA formula, F(s), in which the dyadic D and the 6N mona-
dics, ,M.....,M-1 are the only predicates to appear.
Specifically, F(D) is defined as the schema resulting from the
application of the prefix (Ax)(Ex')(Ay) to the conjunction of
Formulas I thru VI, which will be introduced below. y Bi~chi's
Lemma, if F(E)) is satisfiable it has a model on the natural
numbers in which 2 may be interpreted as x+l. In the sequel we
shall understand the phrase "model of F(l' as applying only to
models of this kind.
In discussing the component formulas of F(), we will make
use of the following notational conventions: signifies the
exactly-one (exclusive or) operator. The operation symbol (a
is used to represent addition modulo 6N. (In any context in
which 9 appears, the relevant value of N may be unambiguously
established by reference to the particular domino problem under
discussion.)
If Wis a model for a reductum, F(D), Mix=T means that
assigns the truth-value "T" (or "True") to the monadic
predicate Mi for the argument x. )Mix=F and Dxy=T and Dxy=F
are similarly defined.
I: 6N_ (Mi X M ilx' A (MOx, .,M6N-1 X)
Conjunct I insures that, in any model tof F(b), for each
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natural number y there will be exactly one i, Oi 6N-1, such that
MiYaT, and it also insures that if Mix=T, then M.iex'=T. Now,
if F(E) is satisfiable, let be a model for it. Of course,
satisfaction of F(W) implies satisfaction of Formula I (with the
standard AEA prefix). Then, by I, there must exist some j such
that Mo0 j=T. Define a model for F(O) by requiring that j ixE
M.x+j and that Dxy D(x+-j,y+-j). (is, indeed, a model, since
the truth-functional expression corresponding to instantiation of
?at any point, x-a, y-b, is Oust that arising from the instantiq-
tion of % at xca+j, y=b+j.) Obviously, tMOOR , and so we have
demonstrated that any satisfiable F() has a model)t7such that
M O0. Thus, we may ignore all models that do not have this
property, and henceforth the term "model of F(P))" should be inter-
preted as applying only to those models for which M O=T. Using
this terminology, we may say that in every model of F(), each
monadic Mi represents congruence to i (mod 6N). This holds for
any and F(), although, of course, the value of N depends on
the choice ofi.
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3. The Assignment Plane
A model of F(D) (we are, of course, considering only models
falling within the class delimited by BUchi's Lemma) is, by
definition, an ordered set composed of N maps from the natural
numbers to the set IT,F) (each of which specifies the assignment
given by m to one of the Mi, associating with each natural number
x the truth-value equal to M x) and a map from the set of pairsM i
of natural numbers to {T,F}, which associates with each ordered
pair (x,y) the truth-value Dxy, and thus defines the assignment
given by m to D. Obviously, the model is described completely for
our purpose by this last map alone, since all of the others are
determined uniquely by the assumptions of the previous section
and are dependent only on N, and not on D and m. Thus, any model
of F(D) can be viewed as a function from the ordered pairs of
natural numbers to (T,F). It is convenient to display graphically
the various features of such models, and to do so unambiguously
we need only agree to write T or F at the lattice point (x,y) of
the graph according as Dxy = T or Dxy = F. In this way, all
m m
of the information subsumed in the mapping function for D in m
is represented. We shall refer to the first quadrant of the
Cartesian plane when used in this way as the assignment plane.
It- should be clearly understood that, while the assignment plane
provides a convenient and concise means of representing models
and discussing constraints imposed by F(D) upon the combinations
of assignments made by m to D at various sets of related points,
-13-
the use of this device requires the acceptance of no additional
mathematical or logical assumptions and constitutes merely a kind
of visual and verbal shorthand. Any statement that we may make
about relationships in the assignment plane can be translated into
non-graphical terms without any difficulty or alteration of signifi-
cance.
We shall refer to the usual (Cartesian) coordinate system in
the assignment plane as the global system and use parentheses in
making reference to it; thus, if we say that D is true at (x,y)
in m, this is equivalent to the statement: Dxy = T. A secondd
coordinate system the grid box system, is defined as follows: the
grid box <m,n > = 1(6Nm+i,6Nn+j) -0 < i,j < 6N-l}. Thus, each
grid box comprises 36N2 assignment points (points of the.global
system) lying in a square. Lastly, we shall set up for each grid
box a relative system of coordinates, defined in terms of the other
systems as follows: the point (i,j) * < m,n > , that is, the point
in position (i,j) in the relative coordinate system of grid box
< m,n > , is just the point (6Nm+i,6Nn+j).
In any model m of F(D), M.x = T precisely where x i (mod 6N),
m1
that is, at those points of the assignment plane that lie on the
vertical lineb x = 6Nm+i Co > 0). Likewise, M y = T precisely
mj
where y m j (mod 6N): at all points (x,6Nn+j),(x,n > 0). These
are just the points on the horizontal lines y = 6Nn+j (n > 0).
We see, then, that M.x A M y will be true on the intersection
of these two loci -- the set of points of the form (6Nm+i,6Nn+j) --
and it will be false elsewhere. A point belongs to the inter-
section of these loci if aid only if it has coordinates (i,j) * < m,n >
relative to the grid box < m,n > in which it lies. The points of
the plane may be divided into 36N2 such disjoint and exhaustive
classes. Each of the points of any given class has the same position
within (and hence the same coordinates relative to) its own grid
square, and each class contains exactly one point belonging to
each grid box of the plane.
Diagram 1 shows the assignment plane, the boundaries of the
grid boxes being indicated by solid lines and the designation of
each box appearing in the lower right-hand corner of that box.
For any m, M2Nx = T on precisely'those lattice points falling on
the dashed vertical lines of the diagram, and mM5NY = T just on
those points lying on the dotted (horizontal) lines. (m 2NXMSN) = T
just at the circled points of the diagram (the intersection points
of the dotted and dashed lines). (Precise multiples of N, viz.,
2N and 5N, were chosen for this example merely for the sake of
ease of presentation and in order to make the diagram a general
one adaptable to any choice of N (i.e., of D). Any integers
between 0 and 6N-1, inclusive, could have been used to the same
effect, however, once a specific choice of D [and hence of N] had
been made.)
The point marked " X" in Diagram 1 is (16N,9N). The same
point could also be referred to as (4N,3N) * < 2,1 >, or as
(10N,9N) * < 1,0 > , or as (10N,3N) * < 1,1 > , and so forth.
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(Of course, any point may be identified by its coordinates relative
to the system of any box not above or to the right of that in which
it lies; that is, a relative coordinate system can be extended be-
yond the boundaries of the box in which its origin lies.)
The heavy diagonal in Diagram I is known as the main diagonal
and consists of the set of points (n,n)I0j n3. For any (p,q),
the (ordered) set of points p,q), (p+l,q+l), (p*2,q+2), ... ,
(p+N-1, q+N-l is called the diagonal commencing at (p,q); the symbol
for this ordered set will be (, ). (p,q) is known as the initial,
or zeroth point of this diagonal, (p+l,ql) as the first point,
and so forth. We say that the image (with respect to the main
diagonal) of a point (p,q) is the point (q,p). Thus, the image of
PQ isgp; the zeroth point of the image is the image of the
zeroth point, and so on. Both (p ) and (,pp are, of course,
parallel to the main diagonal and of length N.
The diagonal (6Nm,6Nn), that is, (,0)*/m,n is abbreviated
as (m,n, and is called the home diagonal of 4m,n' ; for each
O0i<N, the ith point, <m,n? , of the home diagonal is known as
the it h home point. We say that a point (p,q) represents the ith
home point of <m,n>, in F(E) if in every model ? of F(I) we have
(pq)-,L j)(6Nm+i,6Nn+i). In this case we write (p,q)::4m,n .
If for each i, O-iN-1, (p-,q+i):: zmjnji, we write (p,q)::
m,n , and say that (p,) represents (the home diagonal of) -in,n>.
Note that those definitions apply whether or not (p,q) C:m,n7.
If D(em,n7i):T and if, for all j/i, D(m n7j)=F, we say that
the box Lmn? represents the domino Di of P in , and we write
(m,n)Di. Our analysis of the conjuncts II through VI below will
establish the efficacy of the reduction procedure F by making it
clear that:
1.) If 2is a model for F(4), then each grid box of the
assignment plane represents a domino in , and the
condition
S (m,n)= (m,n) (all m,n)
defines a solution S for ); and
2.) Conversely, if S is a solution for B, there is a
model h Sfor F(s) such that 7?4(m,n)=S(m,n) (all m,n).
Thus, we must be sure, on the one hand, that the restrictions that the
conjuncts of F(9) impose on possible models of this formula (that is,
on assignment patterns) are "loose" enough to admit an appropriate
as described in 2) above, corresponding to any solution S of . On
the other hand, these restrictions must be "tight" enough to insure
that 1) is not violated. As indicated earlier, we shall reach these
conclusions from more general considerations, instead of proceeding
directly to the formal construction of a suitable S and 7 and proving
that they have the required properties.
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4. General Form of the Dyadic Terms: Formula II
If Oi,j <6N and if A is a truth-functional expression, we
write (i,j):A as an abbreviation for the formula (MixAMykA. We
shall see that the conjunction of Formulas II through VI can easily
be put in the following form: (O,O):P0,(l0)A(O,l):POl(9)A. 
.A
(0,6N-PO,6N-1_()A (l,O):P1 o(*) A. A(6N-1,6N-l):P6N 1, 6N-l(B),
where each Pij() is a truth-functional combination of the letter atoms
D xy, Dyx, and Dx'y. Thus, there are only 28 logical formulas that
could play the role of Pij(B), in any case. Evidently, also, for
any particular F() and model 7of F()), the permissible systems
of assignments to D at an arbitrary point (x,y), at its neighbor
to the right, (x+l,y), and at its image (y,x),(a subset of F,' ),
depend just on the position of (x,y) within its own grid box (i.e.,
on the class to which it belongs). In this sense, each of the 36N2
classes of points is an equivalence class with respect to F().
Formula II is of particularly simply structure. It is the
conjunction of a set of terms each of which is either of the form
(i,j):(Dxy Dx'y) or of the form (i,j)(Dxy-Dyx). Consider
first the effect of a conjunct of the form (i,j):(Dxy--Dx'y).
This conjunct requires that, for any p m, and n,
)(6Nm+i,6Nn+j) q)(6Nm*+l,6Nn+j), and imposes no further restric-
tions on This implies that, in any model tof F(O), for any box
<m,n7 , the dyadic D receives the same truth-value at (i+l,j)*
m,ny that it is given at (i,j)*m,n7 .-- It must be kept in mind
that (6Nm+il, 6Nn+j) need not belong to cm,n7 ; we link (i,j) with
r-18-
(itl,j) of <m,n>, and not with (iti,j). Thus, if i=N-1, (i+,j)*
<m,n> is just (6N[m+l], 6Nnij). Now define, for each natural k>l,
N-i k-i
k(i,j)= A A [(iapeq, jp):(Dxy=Dx'y)].
p=O q-O
Satisfaction of a conjunct such as this requires that in any modelil,
for each box <m,n>, in each of the N rows (each row containing k+l
points) that lie within or on the border of the parallelogram with
vertices at positions (i,j)*zm,n>, (i+N-1,j+N-1 ) ,n>, (i+k,j)*4m,n>,
and (i+k+N-l,j+N-1)*<m,n>, the same truth assignment is made to
every point of the row (although this does not, of course, preclude
the assignment of different values to distinct rows by the same model,
or to the same row by different models). A more heuristic approach
is this: think of the conjunct k(i,j) as conveying N bits of infor-
mation in each box (that, is, the N assignments of > to (i,j)*4m,n>)
a distance of k to the right -- and thus, perhaps, bringing some or
all of them from Zm,n>to (m+l,n>. The information originates on a
diagonal of length N and is carried onto a parallel diagonal k pos-
itions to the right.
A similar analysis may be made of the restrictions imposed by a
conjunct of the form:
N-1
B(i,j) A [(iop,jep):(DxyEDyx)].
p=O
For any <m,n> and any model TI of a reductum F(O), B(i,j) requires
that both members of each pair of corresponding points of (I j
<mn> and (j,i)*<n,m> take the same assignment in'l. Thus it transfers
N bits of information from (i,j)*<mn> onto (j,i)*(n,m>.
U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Note that unless i=j, that is, unless the information originates
on the main diagonal of the box (relative coordinates), B(i,j)
also transfers the information on the (distinct) diagonal
(ij)* <n,myto (j,i)* m,n7 . Hence, unless izj, the assign-
ments made to two distinct diagonals of each box affect the
satisfaction of B(i,j).
5N(5N,O) , 3N(0,3N) A 4N(2N,4N) A N(o,5N)
II:
B(3N,O) A B(4N,O) A B(5N,O) B(5N,N) B(4,2N)
Formula II is a conjunction of expressions of the types we have
just discussed. The code symbol appearing above any conjunct of this
formula appears also in the line or area of influence of that con-
junct in an arbitrary gridbox <m,n) in Diagram II.
Evidently, Formula II insures that, in any model of F()), certain
specific diagonals in any box <-m,n7 will represent the home diagonal
of am,n7, and certain other diagonals in, m, nwill represent the
home points of <n,m7, while others represent those of m4+,n7 ,
and so forth, as indicated in Diagrams II and IV. In particular,
all those diagonals in box <m,n7 that belong to the set specified
in the first column of any row of Table I, below, represent the
home diagonal named in the second column of that row of the table:
TABLE I
(i,O)* Zm, n7lo-iK4N : : m,7
(i,)* /m,n5NS6NJ : : m_~ln7
(i,3N* Z m,njoi-3NJ : : Znm
-20-
i, 4N)* <m, n7 2N iE6N :: n;l, m
(5N,N)* 4,n :: 7m+1,n
(4N,2N)* <m, : : <mn+1 7
The relations given in Table I (which may easily be derived by the
reader as direct consequences of the conjunct II) constitute the
entire purpose and effect of this formula. In Diagrams II and IV,
the appearance of the designation Ci, in a region (a parallelogram
or trapezoid) indicates that every diagonal of that region represents Li,j7
-21-
5. Representation of Dominoes: Formula III
C(0,2N):~Dxy3 h [(N,2N):DxyJ A
III: N-i
n (i,2N):[(-Dyx (DxyEDx'y)) v (Dyx-DxYDyx'y))
i-O
The purpose of Formula III is to make certain that, in each
box em,nl , the dyadic D receives the assignment "True" at one
and only one point in the home diagonal. (The particular point
of the diagonal at which D is true depends on the choice of
model)kand box <m,n7, and is not affected in any way by Formula III.)
Formula III imposes no other restriction on the assignment pattern,
and it can be satisfied in any box no matter which of the points
of the home diagonal receives the assignment T.
To justify these claims, consider the sets of points in each
box em,n7 whose assignments affect the satisfaction of III, that is,
Am, n =(2Ni)*cm, nI Oi:N-% and Bm,n (i,2N)*m,n 0' iN .
(The sets are ordered by the index i). Bm,n is called the
Counting Strip (CS) of <n,m? , and Am,n is the image of the
CS of Zm,n7. (See Diagrams II and IV.) The first conjunct of
Formula II implies that each member of Am,n, (2N,i)*Cm,n7 ::<mn7i .
Hence, we need only show, first, that to each assignment to (the
dyadic on) Am,n such that exactly one point of Am, n receives T,
there corresponds an assignment to Bn, m such that III is satis-
fied on Bn,m, (and hence throughout <n,mi, and, second, that the
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assignment of no T's or more than one T to Am,n necessarily results
in non-satisfaction of III, regardless of the choice of assignments
to Bn,m.
The argument runs as follows: If for some k, o<kl-N-l,
4D(6Nm*2N,6Nn+k)=T and P(6Nm+2N,6Nnj)=F for all o!-j!N-l, jk,
III will be satisfied if D is true everywhere in the set (i,2N)*
(n,mk+l15i-N , and false at all other points of Bn, m (See
Diagram IIIa.) Bn,m acts as a "counter", a T at any point in Am,n
resulting in the appearance of a T at the point following its image
in Bn,m -- that is, the point to the right of its reflection with
respect to the main diagonal -- , and in the propagation of this
T to the right across Bn,m, through (N,2N)eKn,m7.
On the other hand, by setting the zeroth point of Bn,m to F
and the last point of Bn,m to T (this is accomplished by the first
and second conjuncts of III, respectively), we render a count of
zero T's, or of two or more T's in Am,n impermissible. For, if
every member of Am,n is assigned "False", the first and last
conjuncts of Formula III insure that all points in Bn,m must
receive F's, which, of course, contradicts the second conjunct of III.
However, if both (2N,i)* em,,n7 and (2N,j)* zm, n (ij) are
given T's, then all points in Bnm to the right of (i,2N)*
en,m? must get T's, by the last conjunct of III. Hence, (2N,j)*
_m,n7 and (j,2N)* <nm> both receive T in ). But then, when we
instantiate F(Q) at (j,2N)* 4n,m , the expression (j,2N):(Dxy4
Dyx) will be true, for x6Nn+j, y:6Nmt2N, and this entails the
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non-satisfaction of the last conjunct of III. Thus, we have
established the validity of our claims regarding the constraints
imposed by Formula III on possible models of F(), since no other
conjunct's satisfaction is affected by the behavior of the model
on Bn,m*
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6. Simulation of Domino Constraints: Formulas IV--VI
3N-1 6N-2
IV: (N): A \ [(i,j):(DxyD W )]
J=N i:4N
In each 4m,n> Formula IV gives all points of the set L=(3N,j)*
<m,nNj 3N-l the assignment F. (These points comprise the leftmost
column of the Vertical and Horizontal Transition Zones (VTZ and HTZ)
as depicted in Diagrams II and IV.) The second conjunct of IV conveys
the information (i.e.; the assignment to the dyadic) at each point
of the sets R = (4N,j)*m,nwIN4j,2N-1 and R = (4N, j)* m,n> 2Nj£3N-I
h v
in any box Zm,n) (the last columns of the HTZ and VTZ of the box,
respectively), a distance of 2N-1 to the right, in each model of
F(D), thus insuring that each point of Rh, (4N,j)*<mn>::4m4ln> j-N
and each point of R , (4N,j)* m,n> ::<m,n+l- . These relations
v j-2N
follow immediately from IV, when it is recalled that, by II, (5NN)*
(mn::<m+l,n> and (4N,2N)*em,n>: :<mn+l>. Conjunct IV imposes no fur-
ther restrictions of the permissible assignment patterns.
We now define a function H(i,j) which will be used to describe
the domino set P of I, providing a uniform general scheme for the
designation of edge constraints. H appears in Formula V below, and
given any specific , we can obtain conjunct V of F(b) by substituting
for each occurrence of H in our Formula V as given below the value of
the function for the given arguments, determined as follows:
(i) If 04jN-1 and if the right edge of domino D nd the left
edge of domino D are the same color, let H(i,j)=(Dx'y"Dyx).j
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(ii) If N.j,2N-1 and if the bottom edge of Dj N and the top edge
of D are the same color, let H(i,J)=(Dx'yADyx).i
(iii) Otherwise, let H(i,j)=(DxyA-Dxy).
3N-1 4N-1
V: A A {(i,J):[(DxyDx'y) V H(i-3N, J-N)]
j=N i=3N
According to Formula V, in each <m,n>, each row in the VTZ and
HTZ (these rows are all of length N+l) is cumulative from left to
right; that is, if any model Y assigns T to D at some point of such
a row, then n also assigns T to D at all points in that row to the
right of the given one, the first T appearing to the right of the
point of the row that is in L and to the left of or at the point
that is in R or R . Thus, the appearance of a T at (3N+i,N+J)*
V h
(m,n> for any 04iN, 04JN-1 implies that (m+l,n> represents Dj, and
the appearance of a T at (3N+i,2N+j)*<m,n> implies that <m,n+l
represents D . In this way, each row of the VTZ is associated with
the appearance of a corresponding domino in <m,n+l,>, and each row of
the HTZ is associated with the appearance of a corresponding domino
in <m4l, n>. (In particular, such a row corresponds with a domino if
their indices are congruent modulo N.)
It remains, then, to show that a T can appear in any row of the
HTZ of a box <m,n) if and only if that row corresponds with a domino
which is horizontally compatible in P with the domino represented
by <m,n>, and that a T can appear in any row of the VTZ of (m,n) if
and only if that row corresponds with a domino which is vertically
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compatible with the domino represented by km,n). But note that for
O0(iN-1 the image of the ith column (from the left) running through
the VTZ and HTZ of (m,n> is a row in box (n,m) each point of which
is equivalent to the ith home point of <m,n>. Thus, we see that if
<m,n> represents Di, all the points in the row of reflections of the
points of the ith column of its VTZ and HTZ will receive a T, and
all points of the rows of reflections of the other columns of its
VTZ and HTZ will get an F. For every ordered pair of dominoes,
JD, D k, there is a point in the VTZ of (m,n,, (p,q)*(m,n>,
such that a T in (p,q)*(m,n> implies that (m,n+1> represents Dk,
and a T in its image, (q,p)* n,m> implies that <m,n> represents DJ:
in fact, p=3N+j, q=2N+k is the appropriate choice. The preceding
sentence remains true if we simultaneously substitute HTZ for VTZ,
<m+l,n> for <m,n+l' and q=N+k for q=2N+k within it. (See Diagram IIIb.)
A consideration of the definition of the logical function H (which is
merely an abstract representation of the constraining edge conditions of
A, which are given concrete expression in the specification of the D.
making up P) and of the consequences of the conjunct V, leads to the
desired result: Formula V makes certain that adjacent boxes represent
dominoes whose adjoining edges are of the same color and it can be
satisfied by any model whose boxes represent dominoes satisfying the
edge color adjacency restrictions of r.
If = {P,Q1, and P-Q= JDr l/i.t3, then,
t
VI: A [(ri,ri):(Dxy -~Dyx)]
i=l
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Formula VI insures that no box through which the main diagonal
passes (that is, no box 4m,m)) can represent a member of P-Q,
the set of dominoes in 0 which are not permitted to appear
on the main diagonal. VI also prevents any symmetrically located
boxes, <m,n' and en,m,, from both representing the same domino, D.,
1
if D E P-Q. However, since Z is asymmetric, it has no solution S
such that for some m and nsm, S(m,n)=S(n,m); therefore, this "'added
constraint" on models of F() excludes from acceptance as a model
no pattern of assignments that satisfies all of the other constraints,
and so VI merely carries over to F(D) the diagonal restriction associated
with D. It does not impair our ability to construct a suitable dS.
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APPENDIX
We have defined the procedure F and discussed those properties
of its component conjuncts that are essential to a demonstration
that it does, in fact, reduce the class of asymmetric diagonal-
restricted domino problems to W1. Our organization of this
material, in terms of separate studies of the implications of the
satisfaction of each individual conjunct, was quite different from
that which would be most natural in a formal demonstration that F
reduces Z to W1 . In this appendix we shall indicate the lines that
such a proof could follow. The reader should have no difficulty
in assuring himself that, by reordering and enlarging upon the
arguments presented above, he could prove the reduction with any
desired degree of rigor.
I. If e is a domino problem with solution S, there is a
modelAS for F(D), which is defined by the assignment to the
predicates of the following truth-values: Mi xcT if and only if
iz x (mod 6N), where N is the number of dominoes inCO, and in
each grid box <m,n> , if we let Du=S(m,n), Dv=S(n,m), Dw=S(mtl,n),
DxzS(n,mfl), Dy-S(m,n+l), and Dz=S(ntl,m), then D((i,j)*m,n7)=F
for all Oi,j46N-1, except for those (i,j) belonging to one of the
following nine sets: {(i,u) i i 5N-l1, f(i,w) ( i >,5N , (iN+v) (
i13N+u+1, N(i,,2N)J vlblisN. (iv2N+y) (ie3N+u+1, f(,34-v)l
i/4N-1J, J(i,4N+v) liN-lJ, [(i,4N+z)2Nii3, and S(i,5N-y) I
i$2N-1'. If (i,j) belongs to any of these sets, then D((i,j)*
<m,n>)zT. We can show0 s as just specified is a model for F(O)
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by checking that (for arbitrary (m,n)), for every k, 1,k,6, conjunct
k yields a valid propositional formula when instantiated at any point
(i,j)* <m,n> of <m,n>. Of these 6(36N2 ) verifications, all are easy
and most are trivial. For each conjunct, an indication of the method
to be employed in those verifications associated with that conjunct
will be found in the section of this thesis devoted to the discussion
of the properties of the conjunct.
II. If is a domino problem such that F(O) has a model,v,
we shall show that 0 has a solution Sn:
If F(D)=AxEx'AyMxx'y, we may assume, by Biichi's Lemma, that n is
a model over the integers in which x' may be interpreted as x+l.
We may further assume, (by virtue of the considerations discussed
on page 11 above), that M O--T. Since Yi satisfies Conjunct I,
the monadics must represent congruence (mod 6N) to their respec-
tive indices. From the fact that Y1 satisfies Conjunct II, we
may deduce that the representation relations of Table I hold
in g. (That is, that D must receive the same assignment in I at
all members of certain specific sets of points, i.e., for all
members of certain sets of ordered pairs of arguments.) The satis-
faction of Formula III by ib implies further facts about the model's
structure, and, in particular, requires that each grid box represent
a domino in w. (That is, for any given m,n the statement: "D(6Nm+i,
6Nn+i)=T holds for exactly one value of i, 04iN-l.) Finally, we can
show that ' could not satisfy the conjuncts I through V if any two
adjacent grid squares represented incompatible dominoes in '; hence,
vertically and horizontally adjacent pairs of grid squares must
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represent vertically compatible and horizontally compatible pairs
of dominoes, respectively. Since w satisfies Formula VI, the grid
squares on the main diagonal in F() must represent dominoes that may
appear on the main diagonal of 0 without violating the diagonal restric-
tion. Hence, we may define S by the equation S (m,n):=(m,n) (all m,n)
as a solution for 0. This completes the proof that F reduces Z to W1
In closing, it should be noted that we could have altered
the specifications of F so as to use any other set of three letter
atom components chosen from the set fDxy, Dyx, Dx'y, Dy instead
of the set {Dxy, Dyx, Dx'yj. (We shall not go into detail about
the method to be used, but the possibility of making such changes
should be clear to anyone understanding the motivations for the
definitions of the conjuncts of F as given above.) This implies
that a result analogous to the Extended Main Theorem of [1] holds
in A.
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